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In space then the ultimate boundary man can traverse
Ere he begins with Spirit to converse? Or will mortal
man ever disclose another world of space
well buried in his own interior self.

When I closed my eyes and contemplated with my inner eyes
drawn inward, I got a glimpse of that endless space, deep,
deep, deep down in my own depth. Inexhaustible it was
as space outside and no space-craft can take man thither.
No man-made missile, no science invention, no world of wealth,
nor prowess of health. The Word alone will take man there;
the Word that was uttered before space began and abides in
inner space than in outer one; yet alas!
man seeks Him in outer space not in inner one.

Rhythm was there when the Word uttered itself out
and set the globes in their proper space, so that you
can count the days, months and seasons, all watching
the rhythm of planets, ever moving in unending space.
The man of science, how did he land on moon?
The rhythm took him there, the rhythm which duly gives
us day and night. What is than rhythm of moment in
inner space? Is it what the people call dharma,
justice or righteousness?

"Space, verily, is greater than radiance. For in space are
the sun and the moon, lightning, the stars and fire. Through
space one calls, through space one hears, through space one
replies. In space one delights or one does not delight. In space
one is born and onto space one is born. Meditate on space"

(Ch. Up. VlI. ]2. I).
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]. In the still of a dreary evening,
Some dream music took me to the terrace,


